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Bushman: The Visionary World of Joseph Smith

the visionary world of
joseph smith

joseph smith had
severalpeople
several people around the time of ofjoseph
way
visionary experiences opening a may
wayfor
jor
payfor
for some to
hear and receive the prophets unique messages

richard lyman bushman
in the fall of 1829 when the first proofs of the book of mormon
grandins
Gr
were coming off E B grandine
andins press in palmyra solomon chamberlin a restless religious spirit who lived twenty miles to the east
broke a journey to upper canada stopping not far from the residence of joseph smith sr born in canaan connecticut in 1788
chamberlin had joined the methodists at age nineteen moved on
to the methodist reformed church about seven years later and
then tried life on a communal farm where property was held in
common following the new testament pattern
dissatisfied with the religions he had tried chamberlin
prayed for further
farther guidance and in 1816 according to his account
the lord revealed to me in a vision of the night an angel whom
chamberlin asked about the right way the angel told him that the
churches were corrupt and that god would soon raise up an apostolic church chamberlin printed up an account of his visions and
was still distributing them and looking for the apostolic church
when he stopped in palmyra 2
in A short sketch of the life of solomon chamberlain written at beaver utah when chamberlin was nearly seventy he said
when the boat came to palmyra 1I felt as if some genii or good
spirit told me to leave the boat guided by his inspiration chamberlin walked south from the town center heard about the gold
bible at the house where he spent the night and the next day
made his way to the place where joseph smith sr was living
1
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found hyrum walking the floor As 1I entered the door 1I said
peace be to this house he looked at me as one astonished and
said 1I hope it will be peace 1I then said Is there any one here that
believes in visions or revelations he said yes we are a visionary
house 1I said then I1 will give you one of my pamphlets which was
visionary and of my own experience they then called the people
together which consisted of five or six men who were out at the
Whit mers they then
door father smith was one and some of the whitmers
whitters
sat down and read my pamphlet hyrum read first but was so
affected he could not read it he then gave it to a man which 1I
learned was christian whitmer he finished reading it I1 then opened
my mouth and began to preach to them in the words that the angel
had made known to me in the vision that all churches and denominations on the earth had become corrupt and no church of god on
the earth but that he would shortly rise up a church that would
never be confounded nor brought down and be like unto the apostolic church they wondered greatly who had been telling me these
things for said they we have the same things wrote down in our
house taken from the gold record that you are preaching to us
I1 said the lord told me these things a number of years ago 1I then
said if you are a visionary house 1I wish you would make known
some of your discoveries for I1 think I1 can bear them
I

11

after hearing the smiths story solomon was convinced that
this was the work he was looking for the smiths gave him sixty
four pages of book of mormon proofs and he set off again for
canada this time as a missionary for the gold bible solomon was
later baptized by joseph smith and in 1862 died in washington

county utah 3
Cham
chamberlains
chamberlins
berlins story captures the attention of anyone interested in the cultural history of joseph smiths time one reason is
that solomon and hyrum though complete strangers when they met
in 1829 recognized each other as kindred spirits when solomon
asked hyrum if he believed in visions or revelations hyrum answered yes we are a visionary house apparently hyrum saw in
Cham
chamberlains
chamberlins
berlins pamphlet the same message that he and the others had
learned from josephs experiences and from the book of mormon
at least as solomon told the story and john taylor later copied
the whole account into his nauvoo journal joseph smith and
solomon chamberlin had received similar instructions from heaven 4
Cham
chamberlains
chamberlins
berlins story of meeting the smiths although involving
only himself and a half dozen others had implications for many
Cham
more chamberlains
chamberlins
berlins and hyrums
hyrams mutual understanding of the
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/10
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word visionary implies a general category of people who were
known to believe in visions for the recognition to occur visionary
houses and visionary persons must have been a well known type
solomon and hyrum shared membership in a class of people who
believed that the heavens sometimes opened to human view
evidence of this early nineteenth century visionary culture can
be found in todays computer culture with a few clicks of a mouse
the heading visions turns up a dozen titles in a standard research
lib
rarys catalog and a little more searching produces more 1I have
librarys
found thirty two pamphlets that relate visionary experiences published in the united states between 1783 and 1815 all but seven
pp 198 200 below
about visions experienced after 1776 see ap
still more visions are embedded in religious autobiographies
of the period the famed revivalist charles grandison finney for
example who was living in adams new york in 1821
1821 stole into
the woods to pray privately for forgiveness and afterwards in his
law office had a vision of the savior it seemed as if I1 met the lord
jesus christ face to face he wrote in his autobiography later in
life he decided the vision was a mental state but at the time he
said it seemed to me that I1 saw him as I1 would see any other man
it seemed to me a reality that he stood before me and 1I fell down
at his feet and poured out my soul to him 5 finney was not alone
in thinking he had seen a heavenly being many others some on
their way to careers as preachers and reformers like finney had
such stories to tell 6 with additional effort more visionary pamphlets of the type studied here would doubtless be uncovered 7
the interest in visionary writings goes back in anglo american
culture to a time when even the most educated segments of the
population thought that supernatural wonders appeared in the heavens and visions of angels and devils were open even to simple
peasants 8 then as the enlightenment developed momentum in
the early eighteenth century writers at the upper levels of society
cast doubt on all the wonders of late renaissance culture magic
dreams and visions labeling them all superstition belief in supernatural miracles of any kind was left for credulous and ignorant
common people A 1793 parody of the visionary accounts offered
the common elitist judgment that a great part of mankind in every
age are pleased with the marvellous
marv ellous stories of witchcraft fairies
marcellous
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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hobgobblins revelations visions and trances always excitce sic
the attention of the superstitious gain belief and afford them
unspeakable pleasure in the parodists story a visionary is caught
in many foolish mistakes by a man of discernment and knowledge implying that discerning people would never believe such
reports 9 in that rationalist atmosphere an educated man like
finney could not believe even his own visionary experience and
to protect his credibility had to call it a mental state
but the enlightenment could not dam all the currents of
belief flowing from the seventeenth into the nineteenth century
an 1814 pamphlet published in philadelphia went back to an earlier period for instances of divine occurrences joining an older age
to modern times some extraordinary instances of divine guidance and protection and awful warnings of a just retribution
through dreams and visions was a 108 page miscellany of various
uncanny happenings and brushes with the supernatural collected
from many times and places going back several centuries interspersed with a tale of thomas cranmer in the reign of queen mary
tudor was a 1798 account of a trance or vision of sarah alley of
beekman town dutchess county and state of new york 10
in the editors eyes the older world of wonders was as relevant in
1814 as the most recent vision perhaps proving the parodist was
right in thinking that the marvelous brought together people from
every age
besides reprinting stories from centuries earlier the visionary
pamphlets mingled people of different nations and social classes
experiences in england and canada were on a par with those from
the united states only three of the thirty two pamphlets in the
sample directed their messages to america as a nation gender
and social class figured scarcely at all in the accounts in a time
when a female preacher would have been an oddity women commonly had visions over a third of the accounts concerned female
vision aries and their stories gained hearers as readily as the mens
visionaries
the pamphlets were virtually oblivious to social class the stories
that were carried over from england were somewhat more likely
to speak of wealth and poverty one of the american tales spoke of
the subjects trouble in finding employment and another told of a
prostitutes repentance 12 otherwise the stories especially the
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/10
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american ones were socially neutral the wealth the social position the economic aspirations of the visionaries were nearly invisible the classifications that mattered were religious wickedness
and righteousness belief and disbelief conversion or preconversion illness and health the stories united all kinds of people in a
visionary culture
common religious themes more than the vision
visionaries
aries social
position or national outlook give the stories their characteristic flavor
ten of the thirty two pamphlets delivered apocalyptic warnings of
impending judgments usually without specifying the exact nature
of the danger save that a conclusive change was near 13 A dream
or vision by samuel ingalls of
dunham in the province of lower
ofdunham
canada on the night of sept 2 1809 was typical of the apocalyptic visions standing on the bank of the white
wite river in vermont
in 1809 a mile upstream from the connecticut river and so within
a few miles of the farm where joseph smith was born ingalls

vite

heard a rushing noise in the air and instantly casting my eyes
upward there appeared to my view three carriages
carnages of polished gold
form
forin of the top of a chaise without wheels passing through
in the vorin
the air in a direct line abreast and steering toward the south

one carriage contained three women the second three men and
the third three angels as 1I supposed by their having wings suspended from their shoulders the angels sang a hymn from which
ingalls recalled one line prepare to give me room ye nations I1 am
coming1414
coming
ingalls saw the angels descend over the town of hartford on
the west bank of the connecticut river where they paused to talk
they condemned to immediate destruction a wicked club who
are laying plots to deceive the nations and announced that god
would spare the world for 140 years then they disappeared and
15
vision
ingallss
ended
ss
ingallis
Ingall
the author drew no moral claimed no
authority for himself issued no explicit warning for an apocalyptic people the message was clear evil was abroad in the land god
surveyed it all and the end was near
another apocalyptic visionary caleb pool of gloucester massachusetts
chu setts who published news from heaven in 1805 opened his
account by reporting that god has been speaking by signs by
wonders and visions to me for many years in the first of his
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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buffs
bulis coming very fast in
bulls
visions he saw in a dream two fierce bunns
pursuit of me roaring and their tongues lolling out of their mouths
provided with the sword of the spirit he thrust it into the head
of one and into the side of the other causing them to flee pools
inspiration told him one bull was the devil and the other the evil
spirit of the adversary infused into men raging wonderfully against
the gospel the bulls raged because their time was short god
will convince them that are striving against his holy spirit in a few
years perhaps in two or three and they shall bow the knee to
king jesus after other dreams and visions pool asked for an audience with his local parish congregation following their meeting
and told them 1 I come to let you know that god is angry with
you he reported his dreams and visions and with a loud voice
called upon them to repent and turn unto the lord meeting only
disbelief pool predicted an imminent earthquake which struck an
hour later the church peoples disregard did not discourage pool
he went on receiving visions being healed by jesus personally in
one of them and concluded his pamphlet by expressing the hope
that it would be a means of opening the eyes of blind sinners
shewing to many the error of their ways 16
and chewing
the attitude of warning characterizes virtually all of the pamphlets save for a few that seem merely agog at the fabulous marvels reported 17 the apocalyptic visions were embedded in the
familiar biblical story of the coming end of the world and the judgment awaiting unrepentant sinners
A second category of visionary stories the heavenly journey
visions comprising another nine of the thirty two pamphlets send
a warning to readers based on the promise of heaven and the
threat of hell 18 in their journeys into the afterlife these visionaries
saw actual acquaintances either in bliss or suffering and brought
the news back to their earthly acquaintances often an angel or
guide accompanied the visionaries as they were lifted from the
earth and entered heaven commonly satan raged at them as they
proceeded on their heavenly journey but the traveler passed by
unharmed just beyond the devils reach the obvious message to
satans grasp
readers is to stay out of gatans
one author of a heavenly journey pamphlet sarah alley of
beekman town new york a twenty year old single woman fell
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/10
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into a swoon for four or five hours while sitting by the fire in her
fathers house and was transported to the world beyond accompanied by an angel she came first to a burning lake where an
abundance of people who appeared to be in the utmost anxiety
distress and unutterable misery sat one above the other the
flames of fire passing up between them A great devil tried to lay
hold on her but was tethered by a chain A man she knew well
urged her to go and warn his family and friends to do better than
he had done before it was too late her guide then conducted her
to a place of happiness where 1I saw christ and the holy angels
around him and abundance of people clothed in white robes
though she could not recognize any of them
returning to consciousness and finding several people
around her alley pressingly advised them to take warning by her
then she fainted again and her guide took her directly to heaven
where this time she did recognize many of the inhabitants
they appeared to be sitting and in a situation of perfect peace and
happiness god sitting above them and my guide telling me which
he was though he did not converse with me 1I also saw christ who
seemed a little before the rest of whom 1I begged entrance into that
peaceful situation

christ said no she must return and warn people a charge
repeated by a person she knew well who pressingly desired me to
warn his friends and relations to change their way of walking
after more such admonitions they seemingly all joyfully bid me
farewell and my guide conducted me back to my body 19
sarah alleys experience like that of all the apocalyptic and
heavenly journey visionaries
vision aries changed her into a witness while
intensely personal often involving the vision
arys own convervisionarys
ten everysion a revelation of heaven carried a responsibility to teil
teli
tell
one sarah alley was admonished over and over to warn her
friends caleb pool called a meeting of church people to hear his
story all of the accounts in the sample were published just as
solomon chamberlin had his account of his vision printed for distrib
tribution
ution while private and personal the vision was for the public the experience set up an obligation to tell and warn the
world forcing the visionaries
vision aries to make connections outside of their
personal spheres
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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the

impulse to speak ultimately created or perhaps more
accurately perpetuated visionary culture to make the voice of warning heard visionaries
vision aries or sometimes their friends called printers to
vision aries to many
their aid the published narratives linked the visionaries
others the circle of friends who helped with the printing a band
of small town printers who knew the market and a wider audience
who read the accounts with varying degrees of belief and skeptivision aries friends printers and readers
cism this conglomerate of visionaries
made up the visionary culture that enabled solomon chamberlin
10
and hyrum smith to recognize their spiritual kinship 20
Cham berlins attraction to the smiths is easy to underchamberlains
solomon chamberlins
stand not only was joseph jr a visionary but his father was also
furthermore joseph sr s dreams were similar to some of the visions
in the pamphlets recorded by lucy smith in her biographical
sketches of joseph smith the prophet joseph smith sr s dreams
sound like the visions of caleb pool joseph sr saw wild beasts desolate landscapes ominous buildings and antagonistic crowds all
symbolizing the spiritual condition of the world 21 these scenes
would not have surprised readers of visionary pamphlets running
through joseph sr s dreams was the familiar sense of moral decay
and danger and the implied warning to turn to god now
we are most interested however in joseph smith jr s place in
the visionary culture how did his revelations compare to the stories in the pamphlets of all the pamphlets the one most like any
of josephs revelations was the religious experience of norris
stearns written by
steams
Marv ellous
chewing the marcellous
marvellous
bY divine command shewing
dealings of god to his soul and the miraculous manner in
which he was delivered from the jaws of death and hell and
his soul set at liberty likewise his appointment to the ministry and commision
Commision from on high to preach the gospel to
commission
every creature published in 1815 in its entirety stearnes
stearnss
ss narraStearn
tive is a shapeless picaresque story of a marginal young mans
wanderings about new england and new york punctuated by
stearnss
occasional visions and premonitions though stearnes
ss life was
Stearn
stearnss
ss account
quite different from josephs here and there stearnes
Stearn
strikes a familiar note as in a few sentences in the preface

the public

are here presented with a book written by an illiterate
youth who has been highly favoured
ed of god and shown many things
favour
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/10
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which he is now commanded to write he earnestly solicits the candid
attention of every reader that it may not stand as the useless parenthesis among the other books of the world for it is written in obedience to the divine command as a testimony to show his calling
care has been taken that nothing should be written but by the immediate command of the lord whose servant and prophet 1I am 22

the religious predicament of the smith family is also echoed
stearnes
in stearnss
ss description of his fathers faith
Stearn
my father was once a praying man and belonged to the baptist church in leyden but not having faith in ceremonial ordinances
and dead forms of religion he withdrew from their meetings and
was soon given up to the buffetings of satan that his soul might be
21
saved in the day of our lord jesus 23

most of the story sounds nothing like joseph smiths but one
striking passage resonates with the 1839 account of the first vision
stearns had a vision early in his life when he was still laboring
steams
through heavy doubts about religion

at length

as 1I lay apparently upon the brink of eternal woe seeing
nothing but death before me suddenly there came a sweet flow of
the love of god to my soul which gradually increased at the same
time there appeared a small gleam of light in the room above the
brightness of the sun then at his meridian which grew brighter and
brighter As this light and love increased my sins began to separate
and the mountain removed towards the east at length being in an
ecstacy of joy 1I turned to the other side of the bed whether in the
body or out I1 cannot tell god knoweth there 1I saw two spirits
which 1I knew at the first sight but if 1I had the tongue of an angel 1I
could not describe their glory for they brought the joys of heaven
with them one was god my maker almost in bodily shape like a
man his face was as it were a flame of fire and his body as it had
been a pillar and a cloud in looking steadfastly to discern features 1I
could see none but a small glimpse would appear in some other
place below him stood jesus christ my redeemer in perfect shape
like a man his face was not ablaze but had the countenance of fire

being bright and shining his fathers will appeared to be his all was
love2424
iove
condescension peace and love

nothing after these passages parallels joseph smiths experisteams was actually beset by skepticism and was driven to
ence stearns
believe in the divine by visions whose reality he initially doubted
after the vision related here he wandered aimlessly from one job
to another dabbling in preaching seeking a vocation and forever
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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stumbling up against the supernatural he broke off the pamphlet
in the middle before his lifes work was resolved and even before
his own beliefs were crystallized
stearnss
steamss
ss account although his life
what are we to make of stearnes
Stearn
Steam
never came into focus and his visions went nowhere we still are
interested in his relationship to the restoration and joseph smith
were stearnes
ss visions a premonition of what was to come or in
stearnss
Stearn
Cham
some way a preparation for a later revelation of god chamberlains
chamberlins
berlins
visions readied him to believe visions and to accept the book of
mormon without the doubts that impeded most americans did
the visionary culture open the minds of others can we imagine
little gleams of light breaking through the clouds everywhere as a
preliminary to the fullness of the restoration or were the visions
vision aries own feverish
mere delusions manufactured by the visionaries
imaginations or by satan
unfortunately we have no way to judge the authenticity of
these visionary accounts some present fabulous cumbersome stories that sound like the fantasies of troubled souls straining ones
credulity others like the heavenly journey of sarah alley may
have sobered readers and turned them to god why not concede
to sarah a measure of divine inspiration
stearnss
inspired or not stearnes
ss pamphlet and the writings of the
Stearn
Steam
vision aries dispel the idea that revelations were
other vernacular visionaries
unknown until the first vision opened the heavens in 1820 in the
experience of the visionary writers the heavens were anything
but sealed for the writers saw angels bizarre beasts and sacred
mountains or looked into heaven and hell and saw and heard
christ and the devil we can imagine this flow of religious stories
trickling through rural villages and possibly washing over the
smiths it is unlikely that we will ever know if any single pamphlet
Cham berlins reached them and we cannot conclude that the
save chamberlins
chamberlains
similarities of tone and style mean that joseph imitated norris
stearns or anyone else what the resemblances between the 1839
steams
stearnss
ss narrative
account of the first vision and a few passages in stearnes
Stearn
do demonstrate in my opinion is that joseph did not have to
invent a literary voice for himself anymore than he had to invent
the english language when searching for the right tone for his
story one was readily available precedents existed for a young boy
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/10
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offering a simple account of his experience the visionaries
vision aries did
not argue for the reality of their visions apparently not troubling
themselves with the questions of skeptics the writers simply
stated the facts of their visions as if awed and impressed themselves by what transpired that voice suited joseph perfectly and
he adopted it as his own with immense success in his simple narrative of innocence overtaken by divinity
the stylistic similarities only highlight however the differences between joseph and the host of now forgotten visionaries
vision aries
stearns forces on us the question of
putting him alongside norris steams
stearns proclaimed himbives took such divergent paths steams
hives
ilves
why their lives
self a prophet but he did not go on to organize a church his writings did not become scripture or attract believers nor did the
writings of any of the other thirty one pamphleteers people did
vision aries teachings or pull up roots to
not flock to hear the visionaries
gather with fellow believers followers of joseph smith did all of
these things and more they reoriented their entire lives to comply
with his revelations the differences are so great that we can
scarcely even say joseph was the most successful of the vision
aries taking his life as a whole he was of another species
focusing on the differences rather than the similarities we
see the limited force of the visionary writings the narratives of
dreams and miraculous appearances did not imply the construction of any institutional forms they did not propose doctrine they
did not proclaim commandments they were apocalyptic warnings visions of worldly wickedness and onrushing doom in a sense
they were titillations of the religious sensibilities that imposed no
obligations beyond a general revulsion against sin and responsiveness to divine purpose the visionary writings were a later version
of the puritan preoccupation with wonders they inspired awe at
the presence of invisible powers made visible but were an occasion to marvel rather than to act
joseph smiths revelations by contrast radically redirected
bives
hives his writings became authoritative statements of docfives
ilves
peoples lives
trine and the divine will they implied an ecclesiastical polity and
a reorganization of society out of a few verses in the doctrine
and covenants a new economic order emerged moved by the revelations people went on missions to distant places migrated to
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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missouri paid tithing underwent life threatening persecutions
built cities the revelations formed a new society created in the
name of god josephs words were read as divine commandments
with immediate implications for the conduct of life
the contrast with other visionary writings compels us to
ask how joseph smith turned into a prophet who led a movement what path led him away from the visionaries
vision aries who wrote a
pamphlet or two issued warnings to their neighbors and then
disappeared into obscurity if the similarities gave solomon and
hyrum instant recognition of one another how did joseph smith
separate himself from the visionary culture and become the prophet
25
21
people21
to a people25
people
perhaps the most important difference between joseph and
the visionaries was the way joseph first presented himself to the
world in the early years the key formal statements the ones
recorded as revelations in the doctrine and covenants played
down visionary experiences one might expect joseph smith to
preface the doctrine and covenants with the story of the first
vision as mormon missionaries later handed out the pamphlet
joseph smiths own story to prospective converts but judging
from the written record the first vision story was little known in
the early years
for twenty years after the vision occurred joseph smith published nothing about the vision of the father and the son to link
fink
vision aries by his own account after he returned
him to the other visionaries
from the grove he did not tell his own mother about the vision he
related the experience to a local clergyman whose negative response must have discouraged further re tellings
1830 as a
1850
the vision gets an oblique reference in section 20 1850
time when it was truly manifested unto this first elder that he had
received a remission of his sins without so much as mentioning
the appearance of the father and the son dac
d&c 205 2621 the account of the vision at the beginning of ofjoseph
joseph smiths 1832 history
again emphasized forgiveness of sins and played down the details
of what he saw saying only that 1 I saw the lord and he spake unto
me 27 even that spare account was not published and the whole
story made so little impact that for years some scholars believed no
21
narration of the first vision existed until his 1839
1859 history 28
rather
327
127

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/10
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Cham
chamberlins
berlins culture
than cultivating the kinship with solomon chamberlains
joseph seems to have made little of the revelation that connected
him most strongly to the visionaries of his time
he was less reticent about the visit of moroni a visionary
story albeit one without parallel among the visionary accounts
still he held back information about moroni too although joseph
told family and friends about the angels appearance the preface
to the first edition of the book of mormon says nothing about the
angel only that the plates of which hath been spoken were found
19
if he
in the township of manchester ontario county new york 29
had been playing to the visionary culture the visit of an angel
would have received top billing when questioned about the discovery of the plates joseph smith at first was reluctant to elabo10
rate saying it was not expedient for people to know more 30
only
later did he choose to include it as a standard part of the story he
told about the churchs
churche origins
by the same token descriptions of the angelic visitations of
john the baptist and peter james and john were not included in
the 1833 book of commandments the 1835 edition of the doctrine and covenants made references to the angelic visitations that
were only slightly more descriptive than the mention of the first
vision in section 20 31 the current section 13 which records john
the baptists words did not appear in either of the early compilations joseph apparently had said little about john the baptists
priesthood32
bestowal of the aaronic priesthood3l
Priesthood32 until oliver cowdery gave an
account of it in an 1834 letter published in the messenger and
advocate oliver went into raptures about the experience what
1133
2133
33
amazement33
joy what wonder what amazement
when joseph finally wrote
about the event in 1839 he was much more low key avoiding the
sensational A messenger from heaven descended in a cloud of
1231
1131
34
joseph
light and having laid his hands upon us he ordained us 1134
never gave a detailed written description of the visit of peter james
and john he simply mentioned that it happened dac
d&c 2712
12820 he was closemouthed enough that we have trouble now
knowing exactly when it occurred 35
vision aries and
joseph himself never made reference to other visionaries
we cannot tell for sure if he consciously distanced himself but
when compiling revelations for publication in these early years he
did omit almost every account that might connect him to the
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1997
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aries of his time the revelations he published struck another
visionaries
vision
note entirely the opening line of doctrine and covenants 20 a
primary defining document in the 1835 compilation of revelations
sounds a theme unheard in any of the visionary reports the rise
of the church of christ in these last days
it being regularly organized and established agreeable to the laws of our country by the
will and commandments of god none of the visionaries spoke of
the rise of a church mostly these people stood along the margins
of conventional church life skirting it sometimes resisting it usually disregarding it altogether 336 by publishing a pamphlet rather
than seeking a place in the pulpit or space in the denominational
newspapers the visionaries
vision aries circumvented the institutional caleb
pool knew he could not speak to the congregation during services
and asked to be heard after the meeting the visionaries turned to
the printers to get the warning message out rather than to the
clergy sarah alley fulfilled her obligation by speaking to her immediate friends and then writing up her account for publication the
vision aries related to the whole world through the press rather
visionaries
than to a congregation through a church
after the publication of the book of mormon joseph smith
immediately organized a church rather than dissipating his religious energies in messages published to the world at large he
focused on the formation of an institution the early revelations to
his father and his brother to joseph knight sr and to the whit
walit
valit
mers stressed the theme of a great and marvelous work is about to
come forth among the children of men he told them to preach
repentance to establish the cause of zion and to ready themselves to reap the harvest of souls dac
111
d&c 11
ill
iii 1 6 compare sections
4 12 14 16 instead of impressing his followers with the miraculous visions he had seen he recruited them to carry the gospel to
the world say nothing but repentance unto this generation hyrum
was told dac
d&c 119
speaking in that voice joseph smith set himself apart from
the visionary culture of solomon chamberlin and norris steams
he did not repudiate that culture but he took another path to be
sure the similarities that did exist likely worked in injosephs
josephs favor
one can imagine a warm reception for the mormon message among
people who believed that the heavens were not sealed after asking
the smiths to tell their visions solomon chamberlin assured them
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol37/iss1/10
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I

1I
1

1137
37
can bear them 2137
implying that some christians might balk at
renewed revelation while he was sympathetic A population ready
to bear such news would be of great help to the infant church 38
also embedded in josephs works are the two narratives
that ran through the visionary reports the coming judgments
on the earth and the punishment and rewards of the life to
come the first narrative foresaw the return of christ the second told of the souls journey from earth life through death to
the hereafter both stories had as much meaning for the saints as
vision aries the preface to the doctrine and covenants
for the visionaries
was a voice of warning to all people prior to the second coming and the vision of the three degrees of glory held out promises
of glory in the afterlife
but in josephs teachings another narrative stood out above
either of these the building of zion in the last days unlike the
pamphlet visionaries joseph harnessed the energy of his visions to
the cause of the church 39 his followers loved the stories of visions
and made more of supernatural occurrences in their tales of joseph
than he did himself not wanting to suppress the visionary entirely
joseph did relate the details of the first vision and the coming of
10
having put
moroni after the church was firmly established 40
zion first josephs visions inspired his followers to preach the
gospel in all the world to gather from the four quarters of the earth
and to build cities and temples going beyond the simple warnings
of the visionary pamphlets josephs revelations became the founding stories of a new religious movement 41
joseph smiths experiences can be compared to reports from
visionaries
the vision
aries of his time just as he can be linked to other nineteenth
century cultures universalism rational skepticism republicanism progress revivalism magic comm
unitarianism health reform
communitarianism
restorationism zionism and a host of others but no one of these
cultures or even all of them added together encompasses the whole
of his thought joseph went beyond them all and produced a culture and society that the visionaries around him could not even
imagine visions and revelations lay at the core of the restoration
but the doctrinal and institutional out
outworks
works extended well beyond
Cham berlins visionary culture
chamberlains
the limits of solomon chamberlins

richard lyman bushman is gouverneur morris professor of history at columbia
university he expresses appreciation to nicole barzee of the BYU studies staff
for help in studying and organizing the accounts
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LIST OF PAMPHLETS

adams ebenezer A true and wonderful relation of the appearance of three angels Cl
cloathed
oathed in white raiment to a
young man in medford near boston in new england on
rde
the ath
4th of february 1761 at night boston green and russell

1761
17611

alley sarah account of a trance or vision of sarah alley of beekman town dutchess county state of new york in some
extraordinary instances of divine guidance and protection and awful warnings of a just retribution through
dreams and visions philadelphia joseph rakestraw 1814
Anoni
muss travels throu europe and america and some
anonimuss
visions of many heavenly mansions in the house of god
john XIV 13 ephrath
Eph
ephrata
rata 1793
ashburn rebecca three remarkable dreams in succession on
thursday night april 15th friday night april lath
16th and
l6th
saturday night april 11ath
7th 1802 philadelphia ap
np 1802
de benneville george A true and remarkable account of the
looie
life and trances of dr george de benneville norristown
david sower 1800
chamberlain thomas americas timely remembrancer or the
minister preaching his own funeral sermon being a warning from heaven to all vile sinners on earth frederick
town M bartgis 1794
chamberlin solomon A sketch of the experience of solomon
chamberlin to which Is added a remarkable revelation
or trance of his tather
father in lam
law philip haskins lyons NY

np
ap

1829
child isaac the vision of1saac
which he saw concerning
of isaac child ubich
the land of his nativity philadelphia H bickley 1814
churchill mehetable A remarkable instance of the interposition
of the spirit of grace to save from death a guilty sinner
springfield NH joseph warriner 1783
gish jane the vision and wonderful experience of jane aish
cish

sbewing
shewing
siewing how she was converted and how she fell into a
trance on the third ofman
mar 1780 and saw heaven anchell
ofmay
of may
heii
heil
and hell
andhell
with many other strange things philadelphia ap
np 1798
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clarke samuel the strange and wonderful swansey vision
np 178
boston ap
culver nathan A very remarkable account of the vision of
to which is added an extraordinary
nathan culver
vision seen by a gentleman of philadelphia 5th
ath ed
portsmouth oracle office 1796
the glory of the heavenly city and blessedness of departed saints
graciously manifested in a vision to a young lady of bristol on the tenth of october 1781 As related by herself
herser
albany barber and southwick vor
for thomas spencer 1793
forfbomas
goodwin hezekiah A vision ap
np 1802
havens nicodemus wonderful vision of nicodemus havens of
the city of new york cordwainer wherein he was presented with a view of the situation of the world after the
shewing what part of
dreadful fourth of june 1812 and chewing
new york Is to be destroyed boston coverlyjr
jr 1812
coverly
ingalls samuel A dream or vision by samuel ingalls of dunham in the province of lower canada on the night of sept
ap
2 1809 windsor vt
np 1810
knowles mary morris A brief account of the vision and
death of the late lord lyttleton stanford NY daniel
1804
lawrence1804
lawrence
lee richard the melancholy end of ungrateful children rutland vt by the author 1795
magowan
mgowan
MG owan john death a vision or the solemn departure of
saints and sinners represented under the similitude of a
ath london edition harrisburgh
Harris burgh pa john
dream from the 6th

wyeth 1796
mills john the vision of john mills in bedford county at virnp 17851
ginia in the year 1785 ap
1785
phillips ann A vision of heaven and hell barnard vt joseph

dix 1812
pool caleb news from heaven by visions communicated
miraculously to and explained by caleb pool of gloucester salem by the author 1805

ripley dorothy the extraordinary conversion and religious
experience of dorothy ripley with her first voyage and
travels in america new york G and R waite 1810
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say benjamin A short compilation of the extraordinary life and
writings of thomas say in which Is faithfully copied

from the original manuscript the uncommon vision
which he had when a young man philadelphia budd and
bartram 1796
stearns norris
steams
morris the religious experience of
stearns writnorris steams
ofnorris
ten by divine command chewing
Marv ellous dealings
shewing the marcellous
marvellous
of god to his soul and the miraculous manner in which
delivered from
thejaws
jaws
he was deliveredfrom
tams
taws of death and hell and his
trom the
soul set at liberty likewise his appointment to the ministry and commisionfrom on high to preach the gospel to
every creature greenfield mass by the author 1815
thomas eliza A vision tending to edify astonish and instruct
experienced by miss eliza thomas Stonington
stoningtonport
np
port ap
1800
A

true narrative of a most stupendous trance and vision which
happened at sharon in connecticut in january 1789

np
ap

1793

walker timothy P the flaming sword or a signfrom
sign trom
from heaven
being a remarkable phenomenon seen in the state of vermont exeter NH
NHJJ richardson 1814
A warning to disobedient youth being a relation concerning a
certain henry webb carlisle james kiteley 1788
willey chloe A short account of the life remarkable view of
mrs chloe willey of goshen NH written by herse
berse
herself new
york john C totton 18
10
1810
isio
islo
wood abraham A remarkable prophecy ofabraham
of abraham wood who
was born dumb and blind and it pleased the lord to
unloose his tongue and open his eyes to declare the truth
published jor
unto the world at twenty three years of age publishedfor
for
pa
baj
the benefit of gods children lancaster pad
paj ap
np 1811
A wonderful account of a little girl of nine years old who lives
jericho in the state of vermont by the name
in the town of ofjericho
np 1800 published with
vt ap
of hannah coy windsor vtj
vij
an account of the vision or trance of a young woman
who lives on the west side of lake champlain in the state
of new york in the town called pleasant valley windsor
ap
np
vtj
vij
vtnp
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NOTES

jessee ed the john taylor nauvoo journal january 1845
byustudies
studies 23 no 3 1983 45
september 1845 BYU
nor
Cham
berlins life see david F boone prepared for the restoration
chamberlins
tor chamberlains
shadowed the return of the gospel to the earth
foreshadowed
foreshadower
spiritual manifestations Fore
21 Cham
chamberlains
chamberlins
berlins 1829 pamphlet partially supensign 14 december 1984 17
1721
ports his later account of his vision he describes his discovery of apostasy in
1816 and his search for gods true church and people but another vision that
year led him to the reformed methodists among whom he found gods dear children the pamphlet does not mention a search for an apostolic church A reCham
cently discovered copy of chamberlains
berlins tract A sketch of the experience of
chamberlins
solomon chamberlin to which Is added a remarkable revelation or trance
np 1829 is now on deposit
his eather
father in lam
law philip haskins lyons NY ap
of uis
ochis
ofhis
in special collections and manuscripts harold B lee library brigham young
university provo utah and will be published with an introduction by larry C
porter in a forthcoming issue of BYU studies solomon wrote his name chamberlin family members later changed the name to chamberlain see also
remarkable vision and revelation as seen and received by asa wild of amsterdam NY reprinted from the amsterdam NY
XY mohawk herald october 1
1823 in the palmyra NY wayne sentinel october 22 1823 also submitted
aldenjJ watson
eiden
elden
for publication to BYU studies together with commentary by eldenj
3larry
clarry
arry C porter solomon chamberlain early missionary BYU studies
ean
dean

C

12 no 3 1972

314 18

lessee john taylor nauvoo journal 44 46
charles G finney memoirs of rev charles G finney written by himcharies
seiy
seif new york A S bames 1876 19 20 finney later appealed to what he
self
called the affirmation of reason see noel B reynolds review BYU studies 32
no

122
1

1992

292

6for
or citations to visionary experiences see john L brooke the Re
ifor
refinery
refiners
finers
1844 cambridge cambridge
16441844
fire the making of mormon cosmology 1644
126 27 and stephen A marini radical
university press 1994 41 42 63 12627
sects of revolutionary new england cambridge harvard university press
1982

72 75

mor
vision aries closer to joseph smiths time and place see richard L
tor two visionaries
bushman joseph smith and the beginnings ofmormonism
of Mormonism urbana university
of illinois press 1984 58 see the additional references in neal E lambert and
richard H cracroft literary form and historical understanding joseph smiths
35 professor herbert
first vision journal of mormon history 7 1980 34
3435
sloan of barnard college has drawn my attention to a pamphlet beyond the time
boundaries of the sample remarkable visionary dreams of a mulatto boy in
north
erd
eld mass by the name of frederic W swan aged thirteen years
nortbfield
northfield
THumphant
together with a sketch of his life sickness conversion and triumphant
feil into confeli
fen
death chesterfield NH joseph merriam 1822 swans dreams fell
ventional patterns including a heavenly journey as analyzed in this paper
ventional
avid D hall A world of wonders in worlds of wonder days ofjudg
david
of judgavld
ment popular religious belief in early new england new york alfred A
116
ilg
knopf 1989 71
71116
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aa
9a
A

true narrative of a most stupendous trance and vision which hap-

ap
np 1793 3 11
pened at sharon in connecticut in january 1789
77s9np
some extraordinary instances ofdivine
of divine guidance and protection and
awful warnings of a just retribution through dreams and visions philadel55
phia joseph rakestraw 1814 13 50
5055
nicodemus havens and abraham wood pamphlets are cited in full in the
ap 198 200 hereafter authors
list of pamphlets at the end of this article see pp
bist
fist
names without citation refer to this list
norris steams and mehetable churchill
the ten apocalyptic pamphlets include those by ebenezer adams isaac
child samuel clarke nicodemus havens samuel ingalls ann phillips caleb
pool norris steams timothy walker and abraham wood

samuel ingalls
samuel ingalls
10 3311
107
caleb pool 3344 99107
910
17
17rebecca ashburn norris steams and benjamin say
rebecca
dets
bets cited in full in the list of pamphlets
pamphlets
the heavenly journey pampl
include sarah alley Anoni
muss travels nathan culver the glory of the heavanonimuss
aoe
c1
doe
chioe
chloe
enly city
citysjohn
ds mills A true narrative A warning to disobedient youth ca
cityds
willey and A wonderful account
55
sarah alley 50
5055
vision aries who published their dreams and visions in pamphlets are
he visionaries
2the
athe
only part of the larger visionary world of that era A computer catalog brings up a
half dozen books on visionary poetry much of which was written in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries these books are a reminder that within
josephs life the idea of divine revelation fascinated all segments of the
the span ofofjosephs
cultural spectrum the interest was nearly as common among the educated
classes as among the uneducated william blake learned sophisticated and acclaimed reported daily visions and wrote poems that were close to automatic
writing poets from shelley to the american john trumbull used visions as frames
for their poems emerson admonished the graduating class at harvard divinity
school in 1837 to dream dreams and see visions where joseph fit in this broader
picture is a question that also deserves attention see for example judith weissman of two minds poets who hear voices hanover NH university press of
new england 1993 and andrew J welbum
walbum the truth of imagination an
introduction to visionary poetry london macmillan 1989
lucy mack smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet
progenitors for many generations 1853 reprint orem utah grandin
and his progenitorsfor
70 72
57 59 7072
1995 5759
19955759
22
norris steams preface italics in original
21
steams 5
steams 12 god or christ or both appear in visions in ten of the pamphlets sarah alley george de benneville nathan culver glory of the heavenly
magowan
MG owan caleb pool dorothy ripley norris steams A warning to
city john mgowan
disobedient youth and A wonderful account many of the appearances occur
in the heavenly journey stories where the visionary sees god or christ in a celestial setting

199557
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the

question is addressed from a literary perspective in lambert and
cracroft literary form and historical understanding 31 42
in the 1835 edition of the doctrine and covenants what appears as section 20 in the present edition was prominently located immediately after the
revealed preface appearing as section 2 doctrine and covenants of the church
of the latter day saints kirtland F G williams 1835
21dean
dean C jessee the early accounts of joseph smiths first vision BYU
studies 9 no 3 1969 280
2fawn
joseph smith the
fawn brodie no man knows my history the life of ofjoseph
mormon prophet 2d
ad ed rev and eni new york alfred A knopf 1979
21
25 james B alien
ailen the significance of joseph smiths first vision in morallen
2125
mon thought dialogue A journal of mormon thought 1 autumn 1966
28 45 james B alien
ailen emergence of a fundamental the expanding role of
allen
joseph smiths first vision in mormon religious thought journal of mormon
backman srjoseph
jr joseph smiths first vision
history 7 1980 43 61 and milton V backmanjr
jrjoseph
ad ed rev and eni salt
confirming evidences and contemporary accounts 2d
lake city bookcraft 1980 josephs 1839 history was published beginning in
the times and seasons in 1842
29the book of mormon palmyra E B grandin 1830 preface reprinted in
np deseret news press
wilford C wood joseph smith begins his work ap
1958 unpaged
othe conference minutes and record book of christs church of latter
day saints october 25 1831 cited in donald Q cannon and lyndon W cook
eds far west record minutes of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1830 1844 salt lake city deseret book 1983 23
doctrine and covenants of the church of the latter day saints 180
now doctrine and covenants 277
27788 12
32 see
brian Q cannon and BYU studies staff priesthood restoration doc96 175 77
uments BYU studies 35 no 4 1995
199596
330
330fiver
oliver cowdery to W W phelps september 7 1834 norton ohio in
hiver
fiver
messenger and advocate 1 october 1834 14 16 quoted in dean C jessee ed
joseph smith 2 vols salt lake city deseret book 1989 131
the papers of ofjoseph
34
7 be papers of ofjoseph
jessee
joseph smith 1290 see also 1238
lessee the
35
stories of priesthood restoration may have circulated unofficially judging
painesville
Paines ville telefrom ohio newspaper reports on mormon claims to authority gainesville
graph november 16 and december 7 1830 the visions of moses given in
june 1830 carried the instruction to show them not unto any except them that
believe moses 142 and had little circulation for many years see also cannon
and BYU studies priesthood restoration documents 162 207 especially 177
no 7 and jessee the
joseph smith 123839
ebe papers of ofjoseph
1238 39
310nly
only three of the visionaries in the sample are explicitly favorable to or at
ease with a church or minister rebecca ashburn thomas chamberlain and A

wonderful account
37 ponter
ponner
porter solomon chamberlain early missionary 317
3wisionaries
anies
aries were probably bound to one another by their willingness to
visionaries
Vision annes
suspend disbelief for they had in common the opposition of a doubting world
on the one hand visionaries
vision aries suffered from the attacks of skeptics spawned by the
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enlightenment who were questioning all the christian revelations and on the other
by preachers in most of the mainstream denominations who were embarrassed
by any manifestation of enthusiasm A writer in the connecticut evangelical
magazine in 1805 wrote that no person should publish to the world the discoveries of heaven or hell which he supposes he has had in a dream or trance or
vision cited in bushman joseph smith 59
39after
after josephs time ellen G white similarly combined visions with church
building as did the methodists earlier see jonathan M butler the making of a
new order millerism and the origins of seventh day adventism in ronald L
numbers and jonathan M butler eds the disappointed millerism and millen arianism in the nineteenth century bloomington indiana university press
lenarianism
1987 202
20255 and john H wigger taking heaven by storm enthusiasm and
early american methodism 1770 1820 journal of the early republic 14 sum167 94
mer 1994 16794
doctrine and covenants 12821 refers to visitations that were never reported to the church in may 1843 joseph said 1 I could explain a hundred fold
more than I1 ever have of the glories of the kingdoms manifested to me in the
vision were I1 permitted and were the people prepared to receive them joseph
smith jr history of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints ed B H
2d ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 5402
roberts ad
this last point is the argument of lambert and cracroft literary form
and historical understanding 3942
39 42
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